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Spring Forward
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New Lines & Designs

The Creative Process

The inevitable and much anticipated arrival of spring has

One of our very favorite things about knitting and

inspired us to design and knit lightweight shawls and scarves. crocheting is choosing a color palette. The anticipation
The shawls feature unique lace patterns and many are

of waiting for the yarn to arrive is a close second. We

embellished with beads and other accents accents.

invest a significant amount of time in selection of yarns
and colors. The seasons, design of the piece as well as

We also introduced a children’s line in late February. The

nature’s palette are key considerations. Pinterest, style

line features beautiful unisex knit beanies with fluffy pom-

books, designers, images and even paintings have all

poms and beautiful cardigans for the most discerning of

been useful in our process.

young wearers.

- aliquam.

Yarn selection follows and we strive for natural fibers as
We are continuing to grow our home décor line using bright much as possible. We take the time to work with wellcolors and chunky knits to create unique crocheted baskets. respected yarn producers from all over the world. We’ve
The baskets provide unique accents and storage in your

thus far used yarns spun in Japan, Germany and Italy in

home.

addition to those produced locally here in the USA.

